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Gas diffusion layer (GDL) in PEM fuel cells plays a pivotal role in water management. Modeling of liquid
water transport through the GDL relies on knowledge of relative permeability functions in the in-plane
and through-plane directions. In the present work, air and water relative permeabilities are experimen-
tally determined as functions of saturation for typical GDL materials such as Toray-060, -090, -120 carbon
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paper and E-Tek carbon cloth materials in their plain, untreated forms. Saturation is measured using an
ex situ gravimetric method. Absolute and relative permeability functions in the two directions of interest
are presented and new correlations for in-plane relative permeability of water and air are established.

© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
EM fuel cell
xperimental

. Introduction

Gas diffusion layer in polymer electrolyte membrane (PEM) fuel
ells is a porous layer placed between the catalyst layer and gas
hannel. It performs three important functions: providing path-
ays for reactants from gas channel to catalyst layer, conducting
eat and electrons from catalyst layer to the bi-polar plate and
ransporting product liquid water away from the catalyst layer sur-
ace and into the gas channels [1]. Transport of liquid water through
GDL at fuel cell operating conditions occurs by capillary action

nd numerous studies have been documented in fuel cell literature
odeling this mechanism [2], following a two-phase theory first

roposed by Wang et al. [3].
Transport of fluids in porous media is described using Darcy’s

aw which is an empirical constitutive relation for creeping flow
4]. For a multi-phase system, it is given by

i = −kkr,i

�i
∇pi (1)

here ui is the superficial velocity of phase i given by Qi/A. For
he air–water system in a fuel cell, Eq. (1) can be combined using

apillary pressure (pc = pa − pw) to give water velocity as

w = kkrw

�w

[
dpc

dx
− dpa

dx

]
(2)
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Water relative permeability and capillary pressure are the two
most important properties of the porous medium which control
liquid water transport. They represent macroscopic manifestation
of fluid–fluid interaction at a microscopic level in the porous matrix
and are generally expressed as functions of water saturation. Com-
paratively, relative permeability is a far more important parameter
than capillary pressure because it is un-bounded and can vary over
several orders of magnitude over the range of saturations encoun-
tered in a fuel cell. Capillary pressure, however, does not show as
much a variation and conforms to the pore structure according
to Young–Laplace equation. A comprehensive overview of litera-
ture efforts to measure capillary pressure in GDL media is given by
Gostick et al. [5].

However, measurement of relative permeability of GDL has
received little attention. Some early attempts to measure air rel-
ative permeability were reported in [6,7]. Not much information
is available in literature on the direct experimental measurement
of water relative permeability except for the recent work reported
by Sole [8]. Alternative numerical approaches using pore network
models to simulate capillary motion of liquid through the pores
and throats have also been applied by several researchers without
experimental validation [9–11].

In the present study, experimental measurement of absolute
and relative permeabilities in the through- and in-plane directions
for typical GDL materials such as Toray TGP-H-060, -090 and -

120 carbon paper and E-Tek carbon cloth materials in their plain,
untreated forms are presented. Measurements are carried out at
flow rates such that the pore Reynolds number and capillary num-
ber are in the same regime as those encountered in actual fuel cell
operation.

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03787753
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jpowsour
mailto:cxw31@psu.edu
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2009.12.105
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Nomenclature

A cross-sectional area (m2)
c compression
Ca capillary number
k absolute permeability (m2)
kr relative permeability
m mass (kg)
p pressure (Pa)
Q flow rate (m3 s−1)
t thickness (m)
u superficial velocity (m s−1)
V volume (m3)
ε porosity
� viscosity (N s m−2)
� density (kg m−3)
� surface tension (N m−1)

Subscripts
0 uncompressed state
a air
c compressed state
def defending fluid
inv invading fluid
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l liquid
w water

. Experimental

A brief overview of the techniques for measuring relative per-
eability is given here, followed by a description of the design of

xperimental apparatus for through- and in-plane flows. Details of
he procedure adopted for measuring parameters such as absolute
ermeability, porosity, saturation and relative permeability are also
escribed.

.1. Measurement techniques

Relative permeability of a porous sample to a fluid phase is mea-
ured either by steady-state or unsteady-state methods [12].

. Unsteady-state methods: In these methods, the core is pre-
saturated with one fluid which is then displaced by injecting
the other fluid. Flow rates of the two phases are measured at
the outlet in order to determine the velocity of saturation front
within the core using Buckley–Leverett theory [13,14]. These
methods are therefore applicable under conditions that satisfy
the Buckley–Leverett model, namely, presence of a stable dis-
placement front, high pressure gradients and negligible capillary
effects.

. Steady-state methods: In these methods, the fluids are passed at
a known ratio until saturation and pressure reach a steady state.
Relative permeabilities are then obtained by direct application
of Darcy’s law (Eq. (1)). Steps are taken to minimize the gradient
in saturation so that a uniform capillary pressure is maintained.
By varying the ratio of the fluids, progressive increase in sat-
uration is achieved. A drawback of these methods is that they
require several test runs in order to achieve the full spectrum of
saturations.
GDL materials are generally 200–400 �m thick which ren-
ers them unsuitable for relative permeability measurement by
nsteady-state techniques as this technique requires a sample core
ith an L/D ratio of at least 2. Moreover, as the measurements are
r Sources 195 (2010) 3830–3840 3831

desired under capillary flow conditions, the steady-state method is
found to be more appropriate.

Fig. 1 illustrates the flow patterns in porous media as a func-
tion of capillary number and ratio of viscosities of the invading and
defending fluids [15]. A schematic of the flow patterns for the three
flow regimes is also shown [16]. Transport of liquid water in fuel
cells falls in the capillary fingering regime in which the displace-
ment is slow enough so that viscous forces are negligibly small
compared to capillary forces. Flow rates for the experiments are
carefully selected such that the flow is within the regime of capillary
fingering.

2.2. Design of apparatus

2.2.1. Design conditions
Measurement of GDL properties is desired at flow condi-

tions typical of fuel cell operation. At a current density of
1 A cm−2, the rate of liquid water flow rate is of the order of
0.005 cm3 min−1 cm−2, which corresponds to a pore Reynolds of
10−6 and a capillary number of 10−8 respectively. Similarly, gas
velocity in the GDL is of the order of 1 cm s−1, which is equiva-
lent to an air flow rate of 2.5 cm3 min−1 cm−2. The pore Reynolds
number for air is about 10−4. The experimental setup is designed
with the objective of achieving air and water flow rates as close as
possible to those occurring in a fuel cell. The flow-regime zone of
experimental conditions is indicated in Fig. 1.

2.2.2. Through-plane test rig
The diameter of the test piece is selected as 0.5 in. (12.7 mm) so

that the flow rates are in the range of the metering devices. Flow
rates of air and water flow rates are selected as 0–500 sccm and
0–0.5 ccm respectively. In this range, the Reynolds and capillary
numbers are only an order of magnitude higher than those in actual
fuel cell conditions, but nevertheless they fall in the same flow
regime in terms of capillary number and pore Reynolds number
(refer Fig. 1).

In order to achieve a mixed, homogenous flow at the inlet to the
test specimen, an upstream hydrophilic porous section consisting
of a rigid plastic material is used. An L/D ratio of 4 is selected for this
upstream section to allow sufficient length for complete mixing. An
identical piece is used down-stream of the test specimen in order
to minimize any end effects.

Pressure probes are inserted into the porous plastic to measure
pressure drop across the test specimen. These probes are fitted
with hydrophobic and hydrophilic porous tips in order to separately
measure pressure drops for air and water. However, during exper-
iments, liquid and gas pressures could not be satisfactorily isolated
in the two-phase region. As an alternative, the pressure drop is
measured with respect to the single-phase inlet region both with
and without the GDL specimen placed between the porous plastic
sections, the difference of which gives the pressure drop across the
specimen. With this technique, it is observed that the pressure drop
for the liquid and gas phases are equal over the range of flow con-
ditions examined, implying an approximately uniform saturation
and hence constant capillary pressure. The pressure drop across the
test specimen is thus set equal to its gas-phase pressure drop.

Fig. 2 shows a detailed drawing of the test apparatus. It shows
the GDL specimen placed in a donut shaped Teflon gasket and
flanked between two identical upstream and downstream cups
made of polycarbonate. Cylindrical pieces of porous plastic (from
GenPore Inc.), which serve as mixing chambers, are inserted into

these cups providing rigid support to the GDL specimen when
assembled. Pore size of about 90 �m, an order of magnitude higher
than that of GDL materials, is selected for the porous plastic. Suf-
ficient length is provided for the pre-mixing chamber to ensure
complete mixing. Stainless steel pressure probes are inserted
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Fig. 1. Flow map for fluid transport through porous media (redrawn after [15,16]).
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Fig. 2. Design of test rig for throu

hrough the porous plastic to measure pressure drop across the
DL specimen.

In order to obtain a measurable pressure drop, it is found nec-
ssary to use a stack of a few layers of GDL material. The number
f layers used and the resulting compression are given in Table 1.
rubber o-ring around the periphery of the gasket serves to pro-

ide an air-tight assembly. Vee-blocks are used for aligning the two

alves of the test rig. The assembly is held together by three vise
rips around the periphery that allow for quick removal of the sam-
le for measuring saturation. The whole assembly is tested for leaks
t a pressure of 25 psig. A picture of the fabricated through-plane
est rig is shown in Fig. 4(a).

able 1
etails of test specimen for through-plane measurements.

Material Thickness (�m) Gasket thickness (

Toray-060 203 762
Toray-090 280 762
Toray-120 356 1651
E-Tek cloth 280 1651
ane permeability measurements.

2.2.3. In-plane test rig
Fig. 3 shows the design of the test rig for in-plane measure-

ments. In this case, the specimens are rectangular in shape with
0.25 in. (6.4 mm) width and 1 in. (25.4 mm) length placed in Teflon
gasket with a rubber o-ring gasket around its periphery. Two lay-
ers of GDL are used in order to achieve proper compression and
a leak-tight assembly. The specimen is flanked between two rect-

angular polycarbonate blocks as shown. Air and water enter from
one end on opposite faces of the specimen, pass through the GDL
in the in-plane direction and exit out from the other end as a two-
phase mixture. The range of air and water flow rate are selected
as 0–50 sccm and 0–0.015 ccm respectively. As the flow length is

�m) Number of layers Compression (%)

4 6
3 9
5 7
7 16
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Table 2
Thickness of GDL specimens and their calculated porosities and uncertainties.

Material Dry mass (mg) IPA-saturated mass (mg) Porosity ε0

Toray-060 53.0 130.4 0.76 ± 0.038
Toray-090 79.2 180.3 0.72 ± 0.026
Fig. 3. Design of test rig for in-plane permeability measurements.

bout two orders of magnitude longer than the hydraulic diame-
er, pre-mixing sections are not required. Alignment pins are used
o position the gasket and specimens within the assembly. Vise
rips are used achieve a leak-tight assembly and to allow for quick
emoval of GDL samples. A picture of the fabricated test rig is shown
n Fig. 4(b).

.3. Absolute permeability

Absolute permeability is measured by applying Darcy’s law for
single-phase fluid (dry air) under steady-state conditions. At

ach flow rate, pressure gradient is measured and plotted against
uperficial velocity. Flow rates of 0–500 sccm for through-plane
easurements and 0–50 sccm for in-plane measurements are used.
t sufficiently low velocities, inertial forces (or Forchheimer effects)
re negligible and a linear relationship would exist between pres-
ure gradient and superficial velocity. Absolute permeability is
alculated using the following equation in which the denominator
epresents the slope of the straight line obtained from the plot.

= �a

(�pa/�x)/ua
(3)
.4. Porosity

Porosity refers to the fraction of fluid-accessible void space
resent in a porous material. Its value is needed for calculating sat-

Fig. 4. Pictures of test rig for (a) through-plane and (b) in-plane measu
Toray-120 105.8 234.8 0.72 ± 0.021
E-Tek cloth 68.2 181.0 0.80 ± 0.029

uration. Porosity of GDL materials is known to vary slightly from
batch to batch and is not always available from the manufacturer.
It is therefore decided to measure it in the laboratory for the spec-
imens under consideration.

Several methods are available for measuring porosity [17]. In
this work, the method of liquid saturation is selected due to its
simplicity and reasonably good accuracy [18]. The method involves
saturating the specimen with a suitable wetting fluid and measur-
ing the gain in mass. Porosity of the bare specimen (uncompressed)
is then calculated from the equation

ε0 = Vpore

Vtotal
= �m/�l

At0
(4)

Circular pieces of 1.125 in. diameter are used for these mea-
surements. High purity isopropyl alcohol (IPA) is selected as the
wetting fluid as it spontaneously wets the GDL materials and can
therefore be assumed to invade all accessible pores. Density of
IPA at room temperature is taken as 786 kg m−3[19]. Table 2 lists
the materials, measured mass under dry and saturated conditions
and calculated porosity and corresponding uncertainty. Details of
uncertainty analysis are given in Section 2.8.

Porosity of a material decreases when compressed. Under mod-
erate compression, it may be assumed that the solid volume
remains unchanged and only the pore space gets reduced. Neglect-
ing any changes in lateral dimensions, porosity under compression
can be calculated from the equation [20]:

εc = ε0 − c

1 − c
(5)

where c is the linear compression given by

c = 1 − tc

t0
(6)

2.5. Saturation

Saturation is defined as the fraction of total pore space occu-
pied by liquid water. Both in situ and ex situ techniques have been

reported in literature for measuring saturation. In situ methods
have the advantage of high accuracy but require complex facilities
such as x-ray tomography, gamma ray detectors and neutron radio-
graphy [21–23]. Ex situ methods, however, have moderate accuracy
and are relatively simple but they require a suitably designed appa-

rements. Inset shows the GDL samples placed in Teflon gaskets.
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atus depending on whether the volumetric or the gravimetric
ethod of measurement is used [7,8,24].
In this work, the ex situ gravimetric method of measurement is

elected. This method involves swift removal of the sample from
he test rig to measure mass gained with reference to its dry state.
verage saturation is then calculated from the equation:

= �m/�w

εcAtc
(7)

.6. Relative permeability

As mentioned earlier, steady-state methods are found to be
ore suitable for measuring relative permeability at the flow con-

itions desired. Steady-state techniques rely on direct application
f Darcy’s law. The two fluids are pumped through the sample at
nown flow rates until steady state is achieved indicated by a con-
tant pressure drop with time. With other parameters known, Eq.
1) is used to calculate relative permeability kr,i. Flow rates are then
aried in a systematic manner in order to achieve increasing satu-
ations. Before each test, the GDL specimens are air-dried in order
o remove any pre-existing water from the pores. The initial state
f zero saturation is verified by comparing the weight of the test
ieces with that of an oven-dried sample.

.7. Instrumentation and test conditions

Flow rate of air is controlled by a digital mass flow controller
Omega FMA 2619A) and that of water is controlled by a syringe
ump (Harvard Apparatus Model 22). Mass of the GDL specimens is
easured with a digital weighing scale (Denver Instruments XE-50
0.1 mg). Pressure drop is measured using a differential pressure
auge (Dwyer Instruments Magnehelic® gauge, ranges of 1, 5 and
0 in. water). In through-plane experiments, air and water flow
ates are varied from 500 to 0 sccm and 0 to 0.5 ccm respectively.
n the in-plane experiments, they are varied from 50 to 0 sccm and
to 0.015 ccm respectively. Saturated air is used in two-phase rel-

tive permeability experiments. All measurements are performed
t room temperature.

.8. Uncertainty analysis

The uncertainty in a multi-variable function Y = Y(X1,

2, . . . XN) due to uncertainties in variables X1, X2, . . . XN is given
y the root sum square product of the individual uncertainties
omputed to first-order accuracy as [25]:

Y =
[

N∑
i=1

(
∂Y

∂Xi
UXi

)2
]1/2

(8)

The above equation forms the basis for uncertainty analysis.
hysically, the partial derivative represents the sensitivity of Y to
he variable Xi and therefore it is also referred to as the sensitiv-
ty coefficient. Eq. (8) applies as long as each measurement of Y is
ndependent and repeated measurements exhibit Gaussian distri-
ution. Uncertainty in the values of the independent variable (UXi

)
epresents the band within which the true value of Xi is expected to
ie with a certain level of confidence. Typically, a confidence level
f 95% is used at which UX is equal to 2�, where � is the standard

eviation [26].

Depending on the complexity of the function Y(Xi) and the num-
er of variables involved, uncertainty may be calculated either
nalytically or computationally [25]. In the computational scheme,
he partial derivative in Eq. (8) is replaced by a ratio of discrete
er Sources 195 (2010) 3830–3840

changes to give

UY =
[

N∑
i=1

(
�Yi

�Xi
UXi

)2
]1/2

(9)

in which �Xi and �Yi are given by

�Xi = 2UXi
(10)

�Yi = YX+
i

− YX−
i

(11)

YX+
i

= Y(X1, X2, . . . , Xi + UXi
, . . . , XN) (12)

YX−
i

= Y(X1, X2, . . . , Xi − UXi
, . . . , XN) (13)

Table 3 gives the uncertainties in independent variables consid-
ered in the present study. The value of uncertainties in independent
variables are obtained either from manufacturer’s specifications for
the instrument or from measurements taken in laboratory. Calcu-
lation of uncertainties is performed using the software Engineering
Equation Solver (EES) [27].

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Absolute permeability

Fig. 5 shows plot of pressure gradient versus superficial veloc-
ity for the through- and in-plane permeability experiments, with
air as the working fluid. Calculated values of absolute permeability
in darcy are also shown in the figure. Linear relationship between
pressure gradient and superficial velocity clearly demonstrates
absence of inertia effects in both cases. Error bars correspond to
the uncertainty in the calculated value due to uncertainties in other
independent variables.

As per manufacturer’s specifications, the three carbon paper
GDLs are structurally similar and differ only in their thicknesses.
Hence, their pore structures and resulting permeabilities are
expected to be about the same. The difference observed in their
measured values can therefore be attributed to the difference in
their compressions. From the data shown in Fig. 5(a) for Toray-090
and Toray-120, it is seen that the permeability of the material is
strongly dependent on its compression. Toray-060 however, shows
a higher permeability than the rest which is possibly due to the
higher porosity of this material (refer Table 2).

In-plane permeabilities are shown in Fig. 5(b). Some degree
of anisotropy is observed between through- and in-plane per-
meabilities. Consider, for example, Toray-090 which has identical
compression in both through and in-plane experiments. Its in-
plane value is found to be higher by about 18%. In comparison,
Gostick et al. report in-plane values to be higher by 30% [20].

Permeability of carbon cloth is found to be higher in the through-
plane than in the in-plane direction by a factor of about 1.75. It is
due to the weave pattern of the cloth which results in tighter spaces
in along-fiber direction unlike carbon paper in which the fibers are
distributed fairly evenly.

Table 4 gives a summary of measured absolute permeabilities
and a comparison with the values reported in literature. Compres-
sion at which the values have been calculated is also given. It is
seen that values obtained in the present work are slightly higher
but generally in the range reported by other researchers under
similar compression conditions, thus providing confidence in the
apparatus and the experimental technique.
Measurement of absolute permeability in the in-plane direction
is also undertaken using fluids other than air such as IPA and water.
GDL materials are inherently hydrophilic to IPA which enables the
fluid to spontaneously invade the entire pore-space. With water
however, the materials are known to exhibit mixed wettability [9].
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Table 3
List of independent variables and their uncertainties.

Parameter Value/range Uncertainty Source

1. Porosity measurement
Specimen diameter, D 28.575 mm ±0.100 mm Measured
Thickness, t0 (Table 1) ±0.010 mm Measured
Mass, �m – ±0.1 mg Instrument spec.

2. Through-plane experiments:
Specimen diameter, D 12.7 mm ±0.100 mm Measured
Gasket thickness, �x 762, 1651 �m ±0.020 mm Measured
Pressure drop, �p 1 in. water FSR ±2% FSR Instrument spec.

5 in. water FSR ± 2% FSR Instrument spec.
Air flow rate, Qa 0–500 sccm ± (0.8% + 0.2% FSR) Instrument spec.
Water flow rate, Qw 0–0.5 ccm ±2% Assumed
Mass, �m – ±0.1 mg Instrument spec.

3. In-plane experiments:
Gasket thickness, tc 508, 584 �m ±0.020 mm Measured
Specimen width, w 12.7 mm ±0.010 mm Measured
Length (for saturation), L 25.4 mm ±0.100 mm Measured
Length (for pr. drop), �x 12.7 mm ±0.100 mm Measured
Pressure drop, �p 10 in. water FSR ± 2% FSR Instrument spec.
Air flow rate, Qa 0–50 sccm ± (0.8% + 0.2% FSR) Instrument spec.
Water flow rate, Qw 0–0.15 ccm ±2% Assumed
Mass, �m – ±0.1 mg Instrument spec.

Fig. 5. Measurement of absolute permeability. Comp

Table 4
Comparison of through- and in-plane permeabilities. a

Material Through-plane In-plane

Literature This work Literature This work

Toray-060 5–100% [30] 21.1±2.62
6% 5–1075% [30] 12.8±1.68

16%

Toray-090 910% [20] 12.4±0.88
9% 200% [20] 14.6±2

9%
4.45% [8]

Toray-120 8.70% [18] 14.9±0.61
7% n/a 11.5±1.53

14%

E-Tek 550% [30] 64.6±13.4
16% 37.2±11.4

9%
69.40% [20] 3010% [20]
470% [18]
1360% [31] 17.450% [31]

a All values are in darcy. The level of compression is given as a subscript. The
uncertainty in calculated value is given as a superscript alongside experimental
results.
ression of each sample is shown in the legend.

If the flow rate of water is maintained high enough, the liquid pres-
sure is also high and hence it is possible for water to invade all pores
achieving a saturation close to 100%. Measurements are conducted
for Toray-090 carbon paper in the in-plane direction. Fig. 6 shows
a plot of pressure gradient versus the parameter u� with IPA and
water, together with the data using air. The data points are found to
lie close to the same straight line. The absolute permeability (recip-
rocal of slope) is found to be 13.2 darcy, which is about 10% lower
than its value using dry air as the working fluid. The difference is
apparently due to presence of a small fraction of un-invaded pores.

3.2. Saturation—capillary number relationship
Fig. 7 shows the measured liquid water saturation plotted
against capillary number. Capillary number in experimental mea-
surements is low enough for surface tension effects to be significant
and is about an order of magnitude higher than that occurring
in actual fuel cell operation. From the experimental results, it is
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ig. 6. Measurement of absolute permeability of Toray-090 carbon paper using air,
ater and IPA.

ound that saturation varies linearly with capillary number. This is
xpected because a higher capillary number implies higher liquid
ater flow rate and hence proportionately more pores filled with

iquid water. For Toray carbon paper, saturations are slightly higher
n the in-plane direction than in the through-plane as evident from
he slope. The three carbon paper materials show identical trends
ue to similarity in their fibrous micro-porous structures.

Carbon cloth, however, shows higher saturations in the through-
lane than in the in-plane. This is due to its higher through-plane
bsolute permeability and hence a higher median pore size in that
irection.

.3. Water relative permeability

Fig. 8 shows the relative permeability of water plotted against
aturation in the through- and in-plane directions for the GDL
aterials under consideration. In this case too, the three carbon
aper materials demonstrate similar trend due to similarity in their
ore structures. A best-fit line of the form kr,w(s) = sn is then deter-
ined. For the range of flow conditions considered in this study,
value of 5.5 is obtained for n. Water relative permeability is

ound to be below the generally assumed s3 function by a factor

Fig. 7. Measured liquid water saturation
er Sources 195 (2010) 3830–3840

of about 25 in the observed range. Measured values for carbon
paper are comparable to those reported by Sole et al. for Toray-
090 [8]. Through-plane permeability for carbon cloth is found to
lie along the 0.01s3 line for 0 ≤ s ≤ 0.8. No prior measurements are
available in the literature for E-Tek carbon cloth for a one-on-one
comparison.

In-plane relative permeability measurements given in Fig. 8(b)
show higher values compared to their through-plane counterpart.
Observed trend fits the function kr,w(s) = s4 for 0 ≤ s ≤ 0.5, con-
firming the theoretical speculation first proposed by Luo et al.
[28] and Ju et al. [29]. Data for Toray-060 carbon paper in the in-
plane direction could not be obtained with sufficient accuracy and
repeatability and is hence omitted.

From experimental data, it is seen that at a given saturation, in-
plane relative permeability is higher than its through-plane value.
Physically, this implies that the pore-network is more conducive
to the movement of water in the in-plane than in the through-
plane. Further studies using topologically equivalent pore network
models will help shed more light on this anisotropic phenomenon.

3.4. Air relative permeability

Fig. 9 shows relative permeability of air (kr,a) plotted against
saturation for the through- and in-plane directions for the two GDL
materials. Experimental data reported by Koido et al. [7] are also
shown for comparison in Fig. 9(a). The difference between the two
sets of data could be due to the fact that the present work is con-
ducted at flow conditions in the capillary fingering regime. Details
of flow rate conditions in Koido’s work are not reported. In Sole’s
work too [8], focus is on measurement of water relative permeabil-
ity and hence air relative permeability results are not presented.

In this study, the calculated values of kr,a in the through-plane
are found to be unrealistically low. This appears to be an experi-
mental artifact and possible causes are discussed in more detail in
the next section.

Data in the in-plane direction is more consistent and reliable. For
4

carbon paper, kr,a is found to follow the (1 − s ) trend, whereas for
carbon cloth, it is found to lie along the (1 − s)3 line.

Data points with error bars reflecting uncertainty in measure-
ment of saturation and calculated relative permeability of water
and air are shown in Fig. 10(i) and (ii) respectively. Higher uncer-

as a function of capillary number.
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Fig. 8. Water relative permeability in through- and in

ainties with increasing saturations are due to the fact that at
igher saturations, air flow rate is decreased and water flow rate is

ncreased, which together result in smaller pressure drop. At low
ressure drop, the uncertainty in its value is magnified which then
eflects as a higher uncertainty in calculated relative permeability.

.5. Effect of stacking and other non-uniformities on
hrough-plane measurements

In through-plane experiments, a few layers of gas diffusion

aterial are stacked together in order to achieve a measurable

ressure drop. With stacking, there is a possibility of liquid water
ccumulating in the thin interfacial gap between various layers.
resence of this thin film of water will potentially affect the mea-
ured air and water relative permeability. It is therefore desired

Fig. 9. Air relative permeability in through- and in-plane
e directions for carbon paper and carbon cloth GDLs.

to see what effect, if any, stacking has on the measured relative
permeabilities of air and water.

In order to explore this, results from a 3-layer stack of Toray-
090 carbon paper are compared against those from a 9-layer stack
of same material. The number of interfaces in the two stacks are 2
and 8 respectively.

Fig. 11 shows the experimental measurement of air and water
relative permeability for the two stacks. The data is found to be
generally within the range of experimental scatter. On the basis of
these results, it may be concluded that varying the number of layers

does not have any significant effect on the measured parameters.
Scatter observed in the data is attributed to the general randomness
of two-phase flow in porous structures.

Another factor that may play a role is the non-uniformity of
saturation in the test specimen. One of the assumptions on which

directions for carbon paper and carbon cloth GDLs.
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Fig. 10. Water and air relative permeability i

hese experiments are based is that the gradient in saturation is
mall so that it may be represented by a volume-averaged value.
owever, some variation in saturation is expected in experiments
ue to factors such as presence of non-uniformities in the mate-
ial and effect of interfaces between layers. The extent of variation
n saturation along the different layers in the stack is examined
ere.

Fig. 12 shows the variation in saturation along each of the
ine individual layers in the Toray-090 stack for two through-
lane cases that represent extremeties of saturation conditions. It is
bserved that the layers at either end of the stack show higher sat-
ration compared to those in the interior of the stack. The trend is

imilar for the two cases considered. This is apparently due to accu-
ulation of water in the non-uniformities at the interface between

he machined porous plastic inserts and the GDL material. The net
ffect is that the apparent saturation is higher which shifts the kr,w

nd kr,a curves to the right and left respectively.
ugh- and in-plane directions with error bars.

From Fig. 12, it is seen that if the contribution of the end layers
is factored out, a better approximation of uniform saturation may
be achieved. Relative permeability based on average saturation is
related to relative permeability of each layer through the equation:

kr(savg) = nı

(∫ nı

x=0

dx

kr(sx)

)−1

(14)

where ı and n represent the thickness of each layer and the number
of layers respectively. Table 5 shows a comparison of estimated
saturation and relative permeability values for the stack, with and

without the end layers being considered. Relative permeability is
assumed to be a cubic function of saturation in these calculations.
Of all the parameters, air relative permeability shows the maximum
error of the order of 200%, indicating that it is highly sensitive to
variations in saturation and pressure drop.
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Fig. 11. Relative permeabilities in through-plane direction using 3- and 9-layered stacks of Toray-090 at 9% compression.

Table 5
Effect of non-uniformities in saturation on calculated parameters.

Parameter Case I Case II
(Qa/Qw = 400/0.1 ccm) (Qa/Qw = 100/0.4 ccm)

Layers 1–9 Layers 2–8 % Error Layers 1–9 Layers 2–8 % Error

+34
−16
+22

t
i
u
l
m
b
r
a
s
d

savg 0.097 0.064
kr,a 0.710 0.820
kr,w 0.000251 0.000196

The accumulation of water in the end layers could potentially be
he reason for the low relative permeability of air that is observed
n through-plane experiments. To effectively eliminate these non-
niformities, pressure probes need to be inserted through the end

ayers and pressure drop recorded in the interior of the speci-
ens. An in situ method of measuring saturation will have to

e adopted. This is a design improvement that may be incorpo-

ated in future studies. Results obtained for in-plane experiments
re, however, unaffected by this phenomenon as the length of the
pecimen in this case is about 50 times higher than its hydraulic
iameter.

Fig. 12. Variation of saturation across the layers in the stack.
0.523 0.468 +11
0.046 0.144 −213
0.110 0.095 +14

4. Conclusions

In this study, experimental measurement of absolute perme-
ability and air–water relative permeability functions for typical fuel
cell GDL materials such as Toray carbon paper (TGP-H-060, -090, -
120) and E-Tek carbon cloth have been presented. Measurements in
both through- and in-plane directions have been performed at flow
conditions corresponding to the capillary fingering flow regime.
Following are the main conclusions drawn from this study:

1. For carbon paper materials, absolute permeabilities in the in-
plane directions are found to be higher than their through-plane
values by about 18%, whereas for carbon cloth, through-plane
permeability is found to be higher by about 75% than its in-plane
value.

2. Liquid water saturation is found to be a linear function of cap-
illary number. At a given capillary number, carbon papers show
similar saturation in through- and in-plane directions whereas
carbon cloth shows higher saturation in the through-plane than
in the in-plane.

3. Through-plane kr measurements exhibit large uncertainties.
Accumulation of water in the end layers is identified as a major
cause for uncertainty in calculations. Possible measures to min-
imize these errors have been suggested.

4. In-plane data are more reliable with much less uncertainty. Rec-
ommended kr expressions for in-plane direction are
kr,w = s4 (for carbon paper and cloth)

kr,a = (1 − s2)
4

(for carbon paper)

= (1 − s)3 (for carbon cloth)
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. A careful uncertainty analysis has been performed in this study,
which will guide future efforts in kr measurement. Experimental
data of kr are presented with error bars for the first time in the
literature.
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